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Aiming at the problems of insufficient power system regulation capacity and lack
of flexible resources caused by source-load uncertainty, the flexible resource
planning of power systems is studied with the goal of improving flexibility.
Uncertainty and flexibility are combined in this article, and a probability index
of an insufficiently flexible supply-demand ratio is proposed based on the
probability characteristics of flexibility. A bi-level programming model of power
system flexibility resources considering the probability of an insufficiently flexible
supply demand ratio is constructed. Optimal economics is used as the objective
function of the planning layer, and the proposedminimum probability index of the
flexible supply-demand ratio is used as the objective function of the operations
layer. Economics and flexibility are studied, taking the power system in a certain
area in Northeast China as the research object. A flexible resource planning
scheme that meets different flexibility expectations is obtained, and the
scheme is discussed in detail from the aspects of system flexibility, economic
cost, and new energy consumption capacity. The effectiveness of quantitative
indicators and planning methods are verified.
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Introduction

Under the global low-carbon goal, the penetration of new energy generation is increasing
in power systems worldwide (International Energy Agency, 2009). Affected by natural
factors, wind and solar power generation bring uncertainty to the system operations, while
the load side indeterminacy arises due to the massive access to distributed new energy (State
Grid Energy, 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Guo, 2021). Posed by the requirement of responding to
the system uncertainties, flexibility has become one of the most important performance
indicators of current and future power systems (Ding et al., 2018; National Development and
Reform Commission and the National Energy, 2018). Therefore, to improve the flexibility of
power systems, the flexibility quantification method under uncertainty and its application in
related planning have become important research directions.

There are many studies on flexibility. The North American Electric Reliability
Cooperation (2011) defines the flexibility of power systems as the ability to make full
use of system resources to respond to load fluctuations. In International Energy Agency
(2008), flexibility is defined as the ability of power systems to respond quickly to foreseeable
and unforeseen changes and emergencies in a specific economic operation. Flexibility can be
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summarized as the ability of the system to respond to uncertain
factors, which involves the actual operations and investment
planning of a power system. The selection and application of
quantitative flexibility indicators are also different for different
research objects and research fields. Indicators applicable to the
planning problem include the technical flexibility index (T_USFI),
the technical and economic flexibility index (TE_USFI), the
expected loss of load (LOLE), and the expected energy not
supplied (EENS) (Capasso et al., 2005; Li and Wang, 2020; Zhao
et al., 2021). It can be seen that the application of system flexibility
indicators in power system planning focuses on economics. The
indicators applicable to operational problems include the
insufficient ramping resource expectation (IRRE), the operational
flexibility index (UlBig A), and the expected value of up–down
flexibility shortage (Lannoye et al., 2012; Ul Big and Andersson,
2012; Li et al., 2015). In Lu and LiQiao (2018), flexibility is quantified
from the demand and the supply side. System uncertainty leads to an
increase in demand for flexibility. It is proposed that there are some
connections between flexibility and source–load uncertainty. Guo
(2020) shows that flexibility quantification has a certain guiding
significance for power system flexibility resource planning with
large-scale new energy access. The aforementioned quantitative
flexibility indicators are mostly focused on the application of
traditional power system planning, operations, and other
scenarios. Few studies examine the quantitative flexibility
indicators that consider uncertainty, and those indicators are not
often applied to power systems with increased proportions of new
energy sources and dual source–load uncertainty.

For power systems with a large proportion of new energy, there
is a mutual restraint relationship between flexibility and economics
(Xiao, 2015). There have been some achievements in system
planning research considering flexibility. In Yang et al. (2022), a
bi-level programming model is adopted. The upper layer is the
planning layer, and the lower layer is the operations layer. The
planning result is economically optimal, and the flexibility margin is
considered the planning layer constraint to participate in the
planning. In Li et al. (2021), a transmission network planning
model based on flexibility and economics is proposed using a
multi-objective programming method, aiming at the optimal
investment cost, operating cost, renewable energy abandonment,
and flexibility. The optimal solution is obtained by adding the
weights of multiple objectives. The lowest flexibility weight does
not highlight the system’s requirement for flexibility. In Xu et al.
(2019), flexibility adjusts the decision variables in the form of
indicators and selects the scheme with the least cost through
iteration. Compared with the (k-1)th iteration, in the kth
iteration process, when the cost increases, the unit new
investment is selected to improve the flexibility index. Cui and
Zhang (2018) established a multi-time scale economic dispatch
model of photovoltaic units to optimize the flexibility of
climbing. In Lu et al. (2019), a wind turbine planning method
considering system flexibility and new energy consumption capacity
was constructed to maximize the system’s adjustability and enhance
the ability to accept new energy.

In summary, the current research on flexibility mostly focuses
on the establishment of quantitative flexibility indicators
considering economics and proposes evaluation methods, while
less research examines quantitative flexibility indicators that

consider uncertainty and the application of flexibility indicators
in power system planning. In terms of application, most studies are
based on the planning and design of the power supply side based on
power flexibility, while there are few studies on the planning of
flexible resources (Zi, 2018; Yu et al., 2022).

In view of the aforementioned problems, this paper will research
quantifying flexibility under uncertainty and propose a probability
index of an insufficiently flexible supply–demand ratio based on the
probability characteristics of flexibility. A bi-level programming
model of power system flexible resources considering the
probability of an insufficiently flexible supply–demand ratio is
constructed. Optimal economics is used as the objective function
of the planning layer, and the proposed minimum probability index
of the flexible supply–demand ratio is used as the objective function
of the operations layer. Economics and flexibility are studied, taking
the power system in a certain area in Northeast China as the research
object and verifying the effectiveness of the proposed indicators and
models.

Flexibility quantification under system
uncertainty

The flexibility of a new power system is its response ability to
deal with uncertainty. It is necessary to consider the uncertainty
factor in the flexibility index. System uncertainty is frequently
neglected in the study of the flexibility quantification index. To
strengthen the connection between them, a flexible supply–demand
ratio index is proposed by characterizing the adjustment ability of
the system to the source–load uncertainties at multiple scales
(15 mins, 1 h, 1 day). Based on this, a quantitative index based
on the flexibility probability characteristics is defined and named the
probability index of an insufficiently flexible supply–demand ratio.
The expressions are as follows:

The flexible supply–demand ratio Rfsd characterizes the
quantitative relationship between flexible supply and demand in
a certain time range. The expression is as follows:

Rfsd,i,t �
∑
a∈S

Xa,t

∑
b∈D

Yb,t
�

∑
a∈S

Xa,t

PNL,t
,

where Rfsd,t is the supply–demand ratio of the system in t period
under a certain time scale i, S represents the set of flexible supply
sources, and Xa,t represents the supply of the ath flexible resource at
a certain time scale (MW/t), D represents a collection of flexibility
requirements, Yb,t denotes the bth flexibility demand in t period
under a certain time scale (MW/t), and PNL,t is the net load value of t
period under a certain time scale, not less than zero (MW/t). When
the supply–demand ratio is equal to 1, the system reaches the
balance of supply and demand. If the flexibility margin is
considered, the supply–demand ratio must be greater than 1.

The amount of flexibility supply is the sum of the flexibility
provided by various flexibility resources of the system at this time.
Common flexibility resources include traditional generator sets, new
energy generator sets, power-to-hydrogen, and electric vehicles. The
number of flexibility requirements is equal to the net load of the
system at this time. The net load represents the ability of the system
to cope with the insufficient power supply caused by the uncertainty
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of wind–solar electric field output and the uncertainty of load
demand at a certain time scale i. That is, the expression of the
system flexibility demand in the tth period is

PNL,i,t � ∑
i∈I

PL,i,t − PW,i,t − PS,i,t( ),
where time period t contains i time scales and is the load size in the i
time scale. PL,t is the wind turbine output at the i time scale. PW,t is
the photovoltaic generator output at the i time scale. The probability
of an insufficiently flexible supply–demand ratio (PIFSR-α) is used to
characterize the probability that the system flexibility is in short
supply. The threshold α represents the flexibility expectation; its
physical meaning is the target value set by the system. In the ideal
state, the threshold α = 1 indicates that the supply and demand
balance is satisfied. The specific expression is as follows:

PIFSR − α � PR Rfsd < α( ) � PR
∑
a∈S

Xa,t

∑
i∈I

PL,i,t − PW,i,t − PS,i,t( )< α⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠.

The process of solving this index is shown in Figure 1.
Compared with traditional indicators, its advantages include: 1)
Simplifying the quantization process. The initial data processing is
simple, and the convolution and volume differences of random
variable functions are replaced by the ratio of total supply and
demand. 2) Strengthening the link between uncertainty and
flexibility. The uncertainty of wind power directly affects the
flexibility demand of the system, thus affecting the index value.
The threshold value directly represents the ability of the system to
deal with uncertain factors. 3) The index can be used to evaluate the

flexibility of new power systems under multiple time scales. It can
obtain the index through the historical operations data in a short
time, check the flexibility of the system immediately, and evaluate
the flexibility of the long-term operations of the system using a year’s
historical data.

Dynamic mathematic model of flexible
resources

The adjustment methods used to address the system volatility
and uncertainty factors can be used as flexibility resources. Common
flexibility resources include traditional generator sets, energy
storage, power-to-hydrogen, and electric vehicles. In this paper,
three common dynamic response models of flexible resources are
established that can be used to calculate the flexibility index or
participate in flexible resource planning as the constraint part of the
planning model.

Traditional generation units

Traditional flexible resources include thermal power,
hydropower, and nuclear power, which account for a large
proportion of the overall power structure. Traditional flexible
power supply is mainly from thermal power units; the flexibility
they provide is as follows:

Fga,u,t � min rga,uT0, Pga,max −Pga,t},{
Fga,d,t � min rga,dT0, Pga,t −Pga,min},{
Pga,min ≤Pga,t ≤Pga,max,
Pga,min � 0.31Pga,max,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
where Fga,u,t and Fga,d,t are the flexibility of upregulation and
downregulation provided by the thermal power units at time t,
rga,u and rga,d are the upward climbing rate and downward climbing
rate of the thermal power units, T0 is the scheduling time of the
thermal power units, Pga,max and Pga,min are the maximum technical
power output and the minimum technical power output of the
thermal power units, respectively, and Pga,t is the active power
output of the thermal power units at time t. In order to ensure
that flue gas emissions meet the standard, thermal power units
should operate stably at more than 31% of their rated capacity.

Power to hydrogen

Power to hydrogen (P2H) is used to consume unbalanced power
during low load periods, which is one of the important means of
converting power to gas. Compared with the process of power to
(natural) gas (P2G), P2H can avoid the energy loss of the
methanation reaction. P2H uses redundant new wind and solar
energy to generate electricity and then uses that electricity to
decompose water into hydrogen and oxygen, which not only
avoids the environmental pollution caused by traditional fossil
fuel hydrogen production but also alleviates the waste of
abandoned wind and light energy. The expression of P2H is as
follows:

FIGURE 1
The proposed solving process.
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VP2H,t �
Pelc,t · Δt

μh
,

where VP2H,t is the volume of hydrogen produced by the electrolytic
cell in t period, Pelc,t is the average power consumption of the
electrolysis cell in t period, Δt is the length of time period t, and μh is
electrolysis cell unit power consumption, generally taken as
4.50–5.04 (kw•h/N•m3). The expressions of flexibility and related
constraints provided by P2H are as follows:

St � St−1 + Pch
t · ηch − Pdis

t

ηdis
− Ot,

S min ≤ St ≤ S max,

FP2H,u,t � Pch
t ,

FP2H,d,t � Pdis
t ,

Icht · Pch,min ≤Pch
t ≤ Icht · Pch,max,

Idist · Pdis,min ≤Pdis
t ≤ Idist · Pdis,max,

0≤ Icht + Idist ≤ 1,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
where St is the hydrogen storage energy of the hydrogen storage tank in
the P2H system during the t period (MWh); FP2H,u,t and FP2H,d,t are,
respectively, the upward adjustment flexibility and downward adjustment
flexibility provided by the P2H system at time t; Pch

t andPdis
t are the

charging power and discharging power of hydrogen energy storage in t
period, corresponding to the power of hydrogen production by
electrolysis of water and the power of hydrogen power generation in t
period, respectively (inMW); ηcht and ηdist are the charging efficiency and
discharging efficiency of the system, corresponding to the efficiency of
water electrolysis and hydrogen power generation; Ot is the power of
hydrogen sold to the hydrogen trading market for other hydrogen
industries in period t (MW); Smax and Smin are the upper and lower
energy storage limits of the P2H system (in MWh); Pch,max and Pch,min are
the operating power upper and lower limits of the water electrolysis
hydrogen production device (in MW); Pdis,max and Pdis,min are the upper
and lower operating power limits of the hydrogen power generation
device, respectively (in MW); Icht and Idist are the charge–discharge state
of the electric-to-hydrogen system in the t period and are binary variables;
Icht � 1 indicates that the power-to-hydrogen system is in a charged state
during t period; and Idist � 0 is the discharge status.

The economic benefit of hydrogen production is that hydrogen
can be sold directly after it is produced using excess wind power.
Therefore, the profit value of P2H as a system flexibility resource is
considered here, and its expression is as follows:

Celc � ∑T
t�1
λH2

Pelc,t · Δt
μh

,

where Celc is the economic benefit of selling hydrogen and λH2 is the
selling price of hydrogen per unit volume (2.7 yuan/Nm3).

Energy storage

The charging and discharging response time of energy storage
technology is short, usually in seconds. It can provide bilateral
flexibility for the power system, such as providing power when
the power generation is less than the load or consuming the

remaining electricity when the power generation is greater than
the load. Energy storage can effectively improve the utilization rate
of new energy. The expressions of flexibility and related constraints
provided by energy storage are as follows:

FESS,u,t � PESS,d,t,
FESS,d,t � PESS,d,t,
SESS,min ≤ SESS,t ≤ SESS,max,
PESS,d,min ≤PESS,d,t ≤PESS,d,max,
PESS,c,min ≤PESS,c,t ≤PESS,c,max,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
where FESS,u,t andFESS,d,t are the upward and downward adjustment
flexibilities provided by the energy storage system to the system at
time t; PESS,d,t andPESS,c,t are the discharge and charging power of
the energy storage system at time t; and PESS,d,max andPESS,d,min are
the maximum and minimum discharge power of the energy storage
system, respectively. PESS,c,max andPESS,c,min are the maximum and
minimum charging power for the energy storage system. SESS,t is the
state of charge of the energy storage system.

Flexible resource planning model
considering a flexible supply–demand
ratio

In order to make full use of the value of flexible resources in the
power system while considering the economics of the system, a bi-

FIGURE 2
The bi-level programming model relationship.
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level programming model of power system flexible resources based
on the quantitative index of flexibility under uncertainty is proposed
by referring to the probability index of an insufficiently flexible
supply–demand ratio (PIFSR-α) proposed previously. The selection
scheme of the upper-level decision variables determines the
optimization process of the lower-level optimization model. The
lower-level optimization model will feed the optimal value to the
upper-level optimization model, and the upper level will then
calculate the global optimal planning results based on the
obtained lower-level optimal value. The bi-level programming
model relationship shown in Figure 2 consists of a planning layer
model and an operations layer model.

Upper-level programming model

The upper-level programming model takes optimal economics
as the goal and the type and capacity of flexible resources as the
decision variables. On the basis of satisfying the balance of power
and electricity, carbon emission constraints, and flexibility margin
constraints, collaborative optimization is carried out with the goal of
minimizing the construction cost of new resources and the surplus
value of existing resources, and the planning decision scheme is
obtained.

Upper programming objective function
The upper-level programming objective function is the most

economical; that is, it has the lowest economic cost. The objective
function is expressed as follows:

minf1 � min Cnew + Celc + CFm + COm + CFu + CCurt( ),
where f1 is the cost of resource investment decision-making stage,
Cnew is the cost of new unit investment decision-making stage, Celc is
the profit value cost of new resources, the sum of CFm and COm is the
maintenance cost, CFu is the fuel cost, and CCurt is the penalty cost of
wind abandonment.

New resources investment construction cost
The construction cost of new resources is the construction cost

of flexible resources, which is expressed as follows:

Cnew � ∑T
t�1

∑
n∈N

xn,tIn,tPn,t
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠CRF,

where xn,t determines whether the flexibility resource is constructed
as a 0/1 variable; Pn,t and In are the new investment capacity and unit
investment cost of the flexible resource n in the fourth year,
respectively; N represents the collection of flexibility resources,
including flexibility part, energy storage, power-to-hydrogen, and
electric vehicles provided by conventional thermal power units; and
T is the planning cycle.

CRF � σ 1 + σ( )d
1 + σ( )d − 1

,

where CRF is the investment cost recovery coefficient, d represents
the conversion days of various active resources, and σ represents the
discount rate; this paper uses 5%.

Maintenance cost
The maintenance cost can be divided into the fixed equipment

maintenance cost and variable operations maintenance cost. The
equipment maintenance cost is related to the type and capacity of
flexible resources and can be expressed by a certain proportion of
the investment cost. The fixed maintenance cost is shown as
follows:

CFm � βCnew
f ,

where the ratio of the fixed maintenance cost to initial investment
cost is 0.03.

COm � ∑T
t�1

∑
k∈K

Pk,tβ
Om
k ,

where Pk,t is the power consumption of each flexible resource at time
t and βOmk is the operations maintenance cost of each flexible
resource per unit of power consumption.

Fuel costs
The fuel cost only considers the coal cost of thermal power

units.

CFu � Ccoal∑T
t�1
fg,t,

where Ccoal is the unit coal consumption cost of the thermal power
unit. fg,t is the coal consumption of the thermal power unit at time
t, which can be expressed as the secondary form of power
generation:

fg,t � a · Pg,t( )2 + b · Pg,t + c,

where a, b, and c are the coal consumption coefficients of thermal
power units, and Pg,t is the power generation of the thermal power
unit at the moment.

Wind curtailment penalty cost
The penalty cost of wind curtailment is added to the target to

increase the consumption rate of wind power:

CCurt � Ccurt
w ∑T

t�1
Pcurt
w,t ,

where CCurt is the unit wind abandonment penalty cost and Pcurt
w,t is

the abandoned wind volume of the wind turbine at the moment,
which is equal to the predicted power generation of wind power
minus the actual power generation of wind power.

Upper planning constraints
Installation capacity–load balance constraint

∑M
m�1

ΔPm,t +∑N
n�1

ΔPn,t ≥ Lt 1 + Rt( ),

where Pm,t is the installed capacity of the various power sources in
the t year, Pn,t is the installed capacity of the various flexible
resources in year t, Lt is the maximum load of the system in
year t, and Rt is the capacity reserve coefficient.
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Power installation constraints

Pm,t ≥ 0,
Pm,t

min ≤Pm,t ≤Pm,t
max,

{
where Pm,t

min and Pm,t
max are the minimum and maximum

installed capacities of various types of hydropower and nuclear
power, respectively.

Flexibility resource capacity constraints

Pn,t ≥ 0,
Pn,t

min ≤Pn,t ≤Pn,t
max,

{
where Pn,t

min and Pn,t
max are the lower and upper limits of the

installation capacity of various flexible resources in year t,
respectively, and are selected according to the actual situation.

Lower-level programming model

The lower-level programming model solves the flexibility
problem under uncertainty in the new power system. In upper-
level programming, the unit capacity is selected as the decision
variable with the goal of economic optimization, the optimal output
of various flexible resources satisfying the optimal goal of system
flexibility is obtained, and the optimal output curve is obtained as
the decision variable of the upper-level programming.

Lower-level programming objective function,
aiming at optimal flexibility

minf2 � minPIFSR,

where f2 indicates that the objective function of the lower-level
programming model is optimal flexibility. For the flexible supply
and demand ratio,PIFSR is used to characterize the system’s ability to
adjust supply to meet the demand.

Lower planning constraints
Power balance constraints

Pg,t + Pw,t + Ps,t + Pn,t + Ph,t + Pl,t � Lt + Ploss + Pf,t,

where Pg,t, Pw,t, Ps,t, Pn,t, Ph,t, Pl,t, Ploss, Lt, Pf,t are the thermal
power units, wind turbines, photovoltaic units, nuclear power
units, hydropower units, tie lines, network losses, loads, and
flexible resource absorption power in the simulated operating
period t, respectively.

Power unit output constraints

λm
minPm,t ≤Pm,t ≤ λm

maxPm,t,

where λm min, λm max, andPm,t represent the minimum and
maximum output coefficients of each power unit and the output
of the unit at each moment in the operations simulation,
respectively.

Flexibility resource operations constraints

0≤Pn,t ≤Pn,t
max,

where Pn,t
max is the maximum flexibility provided by each type of

flexibility resource in the t period.

Insufficiently flexible supply–demand ratio probability
constraint

In order to ensure sufficient flexibility, the index constraints of
the system to meet the flexibility are given.

PIFSR − α � PR Rfsd < α( )≤PIFSRmax,

where PIFSRmax is the flexibility evaluation index value when the
system flexibility is the worst (1), which indicates that the flexible
system supply cannot meet the demand at any time. α is the
flexibility expectation that is numerically equal to the flexible
supply and demand ratio target value.

System simulation analysis

Base data

The example of this paper takes the power system in a certain
area of Northeast China as the research object. The upper layer
applies the genetic algorithm; the lower layer calls the fmincon
function and uses MATLAB to write a program to solve the model.
The new power system includes a total capacity of 1.49456 million
kilowatts of thermal power units, 43.5 million kilowatts of wind
turbines, 19.1 million kilowatts of photovoltaic units, 12.196 million
kilowatts of hydropower units, and 22.3 million kilowatts of nuclear
power units. The economic parameters involved in the example are
shown in Table 1. The planning layer considers the annual planning
cost, the optimization cycle of the operations layer is 24 h, and the
time scale is 1 h, ignoring the influence of the unit ramp. The target
value of the flexible supply and demand ratio (flexibility expectation
α) ranges from 0.6 to 0.9.

Through the Latin hypercube sampling scene generation and
K-means clustering scene reduction method, the uncertainty of the
wind power load is processed, and typical days of large wind
power–small load, large wind power–large load, small wind
power–large load, and small wind power–small load are
generated. After clustering, the weights of each typical daily
scenario are 0.148, 0.18, 0.219, and 0.677, respectively. The wind
abandonment situation is observed on a typical large wind
power–small load day. The output and load curve of the system
unit is shown in Figure 3. The new energy power generation
accounts for approximately 40%, and there is obvious wind
abandonment.

Analysis of simulation results

Through simulation, the optimal flexibility resource planning
capacity is obtained when the system meets different flexibility
expectations (α) under different uncertainties, taking into account
economics and flexibility. The results are shown in Table 2.
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The aforementioned table shows the planning results of the
flexibility resource power-to-hydrogen when the system flexibility
expectation threshold is 0.6–0.9. That is, when the system flexibility
supply can meet the flexibility demand of 60%–90% as the planning
target, considering the economics and flexibility, the optimal power-
to-hydrogen capacity is planned. It can be seen that there is no direct
linear or non-linear relationship between the capacity of flexibility

resources and the expected value of flexibility due to the
consideration of economics.

Flexibility analysis
Taking the typical large wind power–small load day as an

example, the system flexibility under the planning is analyzed.
As shown in Figure 4, under the optimal planning capacity,

TABLE 1 Flexibility economic parameters for resource planning.

Unit capacity cost of P2H (yuan
per kW)

Fixed maintenance cost
coefficient of P2H (β)

Unit operating cost of P2H
(yuan per Nm3)

Power consumption per unit of
P2H (kWh per Nm3)

3500 0.03 1.7 5

P2H operating efficiency Service life of P2H equipment
(years)

coal price (yuan per ton) Unit wind abandonment penalty
cost (yuan per MW)

0.95 20 330 500

FIGURE 3
The output and load curve of the system unit.

TABLE 2 Flexibility resource planning results under different flexibility expectations.

Flexibility expectation (α) Optimal P2H capacity (MW) Flexibility expectation (α) Optimal P2H capacity (MW)

1 0.6 51.1464 9 0.76 18.4322

2 0.62 30.9346 10 0.78 30.526

3 0.64 40.3906 11 0.8 64.3299

4 0.66 39.1352 12 0.82 52.5487

5 0.68 33.4069 13 0.84 46.4750

6 0.7 26.4324 14 0.86 41.1390

7 0.72 58.4769 15 0.88 44.8224

8 0.74 32.3377 16 0.90 45.5781
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when the supply-demand ratio of the system is required to be
less than 0.68, the probability of an insufficiently flexible
supply–demand ratio is 0; that is, the flexibility supply meets
the flexibility demand of 68% at any time in the cycle, and the
system can fully respond to the flexibility demand caused by
uncertainty. When the demand–supply ratio of the system is
greater than 0.86, the probability of insufficiently flexible supply
and demand is 1; that is, the flexibility supply cannot meet the
86% flexibility demand at any time, and the system does not
have the ability to respond to uncertainty. When the threshold is
set to 0.7, that is, when the expected system meets 70%
flexibility, the flexibility supply–demand ratio is 0.0417; that
is, the probability that the system meets the flexibility supply to
meet the 70% flexibility demand in the cycle is 4.17%. Compared
with the large wind power–small load scenario, the flexibility
index is reduced.

Financial analysis
The simulation data of system planning cost and corresponding

flexibility index are shown in Table 3.
In the scenario of large wind power–small load, when the system

flexibility is sufficient, that is, in the planning with the probability
index of an insufficiently flexible supply and demand ratio of 0, if the
optimal economic cost is expected to be the lowest, the power-to-
hydrogen planning capacity with the expected flexible supply and
demand ratio of 0.6 is selected according to Table 3. In order to
achieve optimal flexibility, the corresponding power-to-hydrogen
capacity is selected when the flexible supply–demand ratio is 0.66,
and the total planned cost is 532.18229 million yuan.

Analysis of new energy consumption
In the large wind power–small load scenario, the P2H capacity with

66% responsiveness of the system to system uncertainty is selected for

FIGURE 4
The system flexibility under the planning.

TABLE 3 Annual planning cost and flexibility index evaluation.

Flexibility
expectation (α)

Total cost of P2H
planning

(10,000 yuan per
year)

Probability of an
insufficiently flexible
supply–demand ratio

(PIFSR-α)

Flexibility
expectation

(α)

Total cost of P2H
planning

(10,000 yuan per
year)

Probability of an
insufficiently flexible
supply–demand ratio

(PIFSR-α)

0.6 5177.3549 0 0.76 5285.7115 0.6458

0.62 5297.3501 0 0.78 5579.9154 0.6875

0.64 5551.3645 0 0.80 5266.6917 0.7083

0.66 5321.8229 0 0.82 5051.6129 0.7291

0.68 5302.6341 0.0833 0.84 5087.7608 0.8958

0.7 5055.7378 0.375 0.86 5282.6961 1

0.72 5510.0464 0.5625 0.88 5292.0086 1

0.74 5163.2797 0.625 0.90 5395.1604 1
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wind abandonment analysis. From Tables 2, 3, it can be seen that when
the expected system flexibility supply meets the 66% flexibility demand
at any time, the power-to-hydrogen capacity is 39.1352 MW, and the
total planned cost is 53.218229 million yuan per year.

The P2H output during the lower-level operations optimization
with flexibility as the only goal and the electricity-to-hydrogen power
consumption after the economic flexibility bi-level programming are
shown in Table 4. It can be seen from the data in the table that when the
flexibility optimization is carried out separately, the total P2H power
consumption is 603.8982MW. After considering the economics and
flexibility, the power consumption of P2H increases to 605.0252MW.

This paper only considers “green hydrogen”; that is, the
conversion of electricity to hydrogen made from wind
curtailment is green hydrogen, and its power consumption is
equivalent to the consumption of wind curtailment. The system
diagram after flexible resource planning is shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen intuitively from Figure 5 that flexible resource
planning has the benefit of accommodating new energy. After
calculation, the typical daily wind abandonment penalty cost
before planning is 319,730 yuan. When only considering the
flexibility of the system, the wind abandonment penalty cost is
reduced to 34,998.3 yuan. After the economic flexibility bi-level
planning, it is reduced to 17,217.4 yuan. At the same time, flexible
resource planning reduces the operating cost of the new power
system and improves the economics of the system.

Conclusion

Aiming at the insufficient response ability and flexibility resources
problem caused by uncertainties in both the supply and load sides,
research is carried out on improving system flexibility while making full

TABLE 4 P2H power consumption in MW/h for different targets.

Time (h) Flexibility as a
single objective

Economic-flexibility bi-level
programming objective

Time
(h)

Flexibility as a
single objective

Economic-flexibility bi-level
programming objective

1 16.0049 16.0560 13 15.6287 15.6798

2 15.8273 15.8784 14 14.3022 14.3533

3 15.3317 15.3828 15 13.8770 13.9281

4 19.6115 19.6626 16 12.6930 12.7441

5 25.2840 25.3351 17 15.5728 15.6239

6 28.6792 28.7303 18 16.1361 16.1872

7 29.8793 29.9304 19 25.5846 25.6357

8 35.2407 35.2918 20 34.1931 34.2442

9 37.0734 37.1245 21 33.9351 33.9862

10 36.1552 36.2063 22 35.5900 35.6411

11 29.0025 29.0536 23 36.1818 36.2329

12 26.7020 26.7531 24 35.4118 35.3643

FIGURE 5
The system diagram after flexible resource planning.
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use of the flexible resources in the power system while considering the
economics of the system. A probability index of an insufficiently flexible
supply–demand ratio with flexibility probability characteristics is
proposed to guide flexibility resource planning. A bi-level
programming model of power system flexibility resources considering
the probability of an insufficiently flexible supply–demand ratio is
constructed, taking the power system in a certain area in Northeast
China as the research object. The conclusions are as follows.

1) A probability index of an insufficiently flexible supply–demand
ratio is proposed. Comparedwith the traditional flexibility index, it
can effectively quantify the flexibility of the power system under
the uncertainty of both the power supply side and the load side,
strengthen the connection between uncertainty and flexibility, and
describe the relationship between flexible supply and demand.

2) A resource planning model of the power system considering a
flexible supply and demand relationship is constructed that takes
into account economics and flexibility. By using the probability
index of an insufficiently flexible supply–demand ratio, the
flexibility expectation of the planning scheme can be selected,
and the optimal scheme can be obtained by combining the
evaluation results of planning cost and flexibility index. This
scheme will not lead to poor economics in order to ensure ultra-
high flexibility, nor will it force the system to not respond to
operational risks in order to achieve optimal economics. The
planning results can safely and effectively improve the new
energy consumption capacity of the system.
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